
Natural
beauty
routine



Do you know what they are called? 
Do you know what these makeup-related items are called?  



mascara

makeup vocabulary

foundation concealer face oil face mist moisturizer lipstick

lip balm lip gloss powder blush bronzer

eyeshadow brow pencil eyeliner

highlighter

makeup sponge nail polish

Which of themhave you used?



foundation brow pencil face oil blush moisturizer lipstick

lip balm concealer makeup sponge mascara powder nail polish

eyeshadow eyeliner lip gloss highlighter face mist bronzer

makeup vocabulary Sort the makeup products on
the left into the appropriate

category based on their usage. 

Prepping your face 
Products to add more

colour and glow 
Products for eyes Products for lips Other products



eyelashes

parts of face and body
Draw lines from the words to the corresponding parts of the face/body.

eyebrow

eyelid

cheek

cheekbone

jaw/jawline

chin

forehead

nail

neck

nostril

temple



1. even out skin tone

2.add colour and texture to nails 

3.apply or blend make up on face

4.create a sun-kissed glow on the face

5.fill in and shape eyebrows

6.darken, lengthen, and thicken eyelashes

7.set makeup or absorb oil on face

8.moisturize and nourish skin

9.hydrate and protect lips from dryness

10.add color and texture to lips

11.add shine and dimension to lips

a)lip balm

b)foundation

c)lipstick

d)powder

e)lip gloss

f)nail polish

g)face mist/oil/moisturizer

h)bronzer

i)eyebrow pencil

j)makeup sponge

k)mascara

What do you use to...?
Match the effect with the makeup item that creates it.



It's necessary to use a lot of makeup to look good.

agree or disagree

Using organic or natural makeup products is better for the skin.

Wearing makeup is only for women.

It's important to remove makeup before going to bed.

Makeup can enhance a person's natural beauty.

Makeup products cause skin problems or allergies.

Read each statement and decide whether you agree or disagree with it. Explain why.



concealer

mascara

highlighter

face mist

makeup wipe

Q-tip

face oil

deodorant

eyeliner

Simple and natural beauty routine
Match 3 new words below (a-c) with their pictures. 

Watch the makeup tutorial by Olivia Wilde and mark the products in the correct order as they are mentioned in the video. 

a)makeup wipe
b)deodorant
c)Q-tip

https://youtu.be/WxlcMB6lvHE
https://youtu.be/WxlcMB6lvHE


Makeup expressions
Apply

foundation
concealer
face oil
face mist
moisturizer
lipstick
lip gloss
lip balm
blush
powder
highlighter
bronzer
eyeliner
eyeshadow
mascara
brow pencil

Blend
foundation
concealer
blush
powder
highlighter
bronzer
eyeshadow

Coat
nail polish
mascara

Set
powder
face mist

Sculpt
brows
jawline
cheekbones
nose
with blush
with powder
with bronzer
with a brush

Smudge
eyeliner
mascara
nail polish
eyeshadow
makeup

 Every morning, I apply moisturizer to my face to keep it
hydrated.
Blend your concealer well around your eyes to cover up
dark circles.
I always like to coat my lashes with several layers of
mascara to make them look longer and fuller.
After applying my makeup, I like to set it with a face  mist  
to keep it in place all day.
I use a contouring brush to sculpt my cheekbones.
I like to smudge my eyeliner to create a softer, more
natural look.

Here are some collocations  that might be useful to talk about your beauty routine. Also, check the examples on the right. 



Before you .............................. your foundation, make sure you've prepped your face with
moisturizer and primer.
Use a fluffy brush to ..............................  your bronzer for a more natural look.
For a dramatic eye makeup look, ..............................  your eyeliner with a small brush or your
finger.
Once you've ..............................  your lipstick, you can use a makeup wipe to make it look
perfect.
To create a sculpted look, ..............................  your contour lines with a brush.
Don't forget to ..............................  your makeup with a face spray to keep it in place all day.
If you make a mistake while .............................  your mascara, you can use a Q-tip to fix it before
it dries.
You can ..............................  your blush for a softer effect by using a clean brush.
Use a lip brush to ..............................  your lip gloss.
To create a gradient effect with your eyeshadow, ..............................  two different shades
together.
Use powder to ..............................  your concealer and foundation for a more long-lasting finish.
To create a soft, blurred look, ..............................  your lipstick with your finger.

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

11.
12.

set

let's practice!
Fill in the blanks with one of the suggested verbs. You can use them more than once. .

coat

apply blend

smudge sculpt



Let's play!

Complete all the tasks and find
all the makeup products. You
can play in teams (use Zoom
breakout rooms - one person

shares the screen) or
individually.  

https://view.genial.ly/6439bac89f9af90018c07dde
https://view.genial.ly/6439bac89f9af90018c07dde


Hey guys, it's Jess and welcome back to my channel. Today I'm going to show you my everyday makeup routine, so let's get started!
First things first, I always start with a good ................................... This helps keep my skin hydrated and creates a smooth base for my makeup. I also like to spray some
...................................  because it gives my skin a nice glow. Next, I apply my favorite ................................... . I like to use a full coverage one to even out my skin tone.
Now, let's move on to the eyes. I love using a nude ................................... palette because it has so many beautiful shades. I like to ...................................  two colors
together for a natural look. Then, I ...................................  my eyeliner with a small brush for a precise application. For extra drama, I ...................................  it out a bit
with my finger.
Next up, let's talk cheeks. I always use ...................................  to give my face some color. I ...................................  it out with a fluffy brush to make it look more natural.
Then, I use a ...................................  to give my cheeks a nice glow. 

moisturizer

Read the script of the makeup tutorial video by Jess and fill in the gaps with the appropriate words from the provided list.

Let's practice

I like to apply it to the top of my lips, my ...................................  and my
................................... .
Moving on to the lips, I always make sure to ...................................  my lipstick.
This helps it last longer throughout the day. If I'm in a rush, I'll just use a
...................................  for a quick pop of color. And if my lips are dry, I'll apply a
...................................  first to hydrate them.
And there you have it, my everyday makeup routine! Don't forget to
...................................  your makeup with setting spray to make sure it stays in
place all day.

face mistfoundation

eyeshadowblend

apply smudge blush

blend

highlighter

cheekbones

nose

coat lip gloss

lip balm

set



Makeup tutorial challenge
Watch the video and create a makeup tutorial based on what is shown in the video. Use the words and phrases from the lesson. 

https://youtu.be/ji7FFbcpo6g
https://youtu.be/ji7FFbcpo6g


Quizlet

Revise the words for the next lesson. Use this
Quizlet set.  You can also play different games to
practice or even test yourself in the Quizlet app

or on the site.

https://quizlet.com/_d48vwb?x=1jqt&i=4vrgxy
https://quizlet.com/_d48vwb?x=1jqt&i=4vrgxy


thank
You!


